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Tools for resilience

- Communication
  - Sharing information

- Supplies
  - Gather and share

- Planning
  - Active participation
Communication

- Outreach
- Training
- Alert and warning
- Multi-media messaging
Supplies

- Personal kits
- Mass care
- Response tools
Planning

- Comprehensive
- Collaborative
- Partnerships
Multi-hazard planning involves the entire emergency management cycle.
Summary

Keep lines of communication open.

Expand your plans to respond better to any emergency.

Update and maintain supplies

Preparedness and mitigation are on-going.

Create plans with, not for, your community.

Keep sharing new ideas.
Closing

Thank you for all you do in your communities.

Please reach out if you have any questions.

Lisa Figueroa
lfigueroa@redmond.gov
425.556.2219